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Instructions: Use of Design data handbook is allowed.

SECTION A 

S. No. Marks CO
Q 1 Briefly summarize the following terminologies:

i. Endurance limit.

ii. Fatigue life.

iii. Pitch circle of gear

iv. Diametral Pitch

v. Module

10
CO2,C

O4

Q2 Identify the various steps involved for the approximate estimation of endurance limit. 10 CO2

SECTION B 

Q 3 A bracket is attached to the vertical column by means of six identical bolts as shown in fig.

It is subjected to an eccentric force of 60 kN at a distance of 200 mm from the centre of the

column. The maximum permissible shear for the bolt is 150 N/mm2. Determine the size of

the bolts. 

OR

Design a cottered foundation rod, as shown in figure, to carry an axial tensile pull of 15 kN.

The bolt and the cotter are made of the same material having the following permissible

stresses: σt  = 40 N/mm2, τ = 25.0 N/mm2, and  σc = 75 N/mm2. Neglect the effect of stress

concentration. 

15 CO3



Q 4 Design a rigid type of flange coupling to connect two shafts of 36 mm diameter transmitting

15 kW at 720 rpm. The overload capacity is  1.25 times of  the rated torque. Select  the

suitable material for the required components.
15 CO4

Q 5 A polished steel bar 30C8 (Sut=1250 N/mm2) is subjected to axial tensile force P. It has a

groove 2 mm deep and having a radius of 3 mm. The notch sensitivity factor at the groove

is .95. The outer diameter of the bar is 30 mm.  The endurance limit in completely reversed

bending is 600 MPa. Find the maximum force that the bar can carry for 10 5 cycles with 90%

reliability. 

10 CO2

SECTION-C

Q 6 A line  shaft received power  through a gear  and pinion.  The pinion is  connected to an

electric  motor delivering  30 kW at  1200 rpm, of  which 20 kW is  supplied to  a milling

20 CO4



machine through a horizontal pulley drive at P1 and the remainder of the power is supplied

to a planer through pulley P2 by a vertical belt. The diameters of gear and pinion are 300

mm and 100 mm, respectively. The diameter of pulleys P1 and P2 are 750 mm and 900 mm

respectively. The the layout of the shaft is shown in fig below and the ratio of belt tensions

in both drives is 2.0, design the shaft on the basis of strength. (20)

OR

A shaft is supported on bearing A & B at both the end and 800 mm apart from each other. A

200 straight tooth spur gear having 600 mm pitch diameter is located at 200 mm to the

right of the left hand bearing A, and a 700 mm diameter pulley is mounted at 250 mm

towards the left of bearing B. The gear is driven by a pinion with a downward tangential

force while the pulley drives a horizontal belt having 1800 angle of wrap. The pulley also

serves  as  a flywheel  and weighs  3000 N.  the maximum belt  tension is  3000N and the

tension ratio is 3. The shaft received 20 kW at 500 rpm and the load factor is 2.5. Design the

shaft  on  ASME  code  basis  also  select  the  single  row  deep  groove  ball  bearing  if  the

expected life for 90% of the bearings is 8000h.

Q 7 Design a spur gear to transmit the power of 10kW. The speed of driving motor and driven

machines are 400 and 200 RPM. (20) 20 CO4



Table: SKF bearing series 61
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